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the people in the following "real life" example are playing off-network; that is, they are not
connected to a lan, but to a roaming internet connection. let's connect them using the smarterswitch

layer. we've used google docs here as an example of a roaming internet connection, but the
approach can be applied in pretty much any environment. talk about switching your presentation!

however, there are lots of other reasons to have 'switch' hosts. the fact that you are actually
switching to a new ip address is one such reason. the smarterswitch layer allows you to set up the

switch for ip mobility; that is, you can make it work when devices go from the lan to the internet and
you can do it without you having to go in and set it up in the bios. let's switch to the lan-mode

switch. this provides the safety cover for the ip mobility of your client (while off-network). the switch
has applied an 'ip address shortening' algorithm to your client's mac address, and the lan address

has been set up on the switch based on that mac address. in other words, lan network traffic for your
mac address will now see the lan switch as the ip gateway. if you try and connect to a site, it should
check whether it has cached its address before connecting to it. if it doesn't, then it will check the

switch and find that it is in the lan mode (remember, it now has a lan address). as such, it will go to
the lan and try and find the next switch to see if it is configured. in this example, we had a dhcp

server on the network providing addresses. we've now configured the switch to have a better
connection with that dhcp server. let's use it as a dhcp server, with a range of addresses.
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In multimedia communications, data must be sent reliably to, processed by, displayed by, and stored
in, a wide variety of services. The software that supports these services is often called the

"middleware". In this book we will look at the design and implementation of such "middleware", and
the use of it in real multimedia applications. Among the services examined are file storage, digital

multimedia processing, audio processing, real-time video capture and display, and multimedia
conferencing. The basic elements of a computer system are its hardware, its software, and its

communications facilities. The communications facilities transmit messages or signals from one point
to another. Typically, such facilities transmit ASCII text and/or graphics. In a digital computer system,

the communications facilities also transmit digital data. The type of data and the means of
transporting it from point to point have many implications for the performance of the computer

system. In many applications of computers, it is important for the communications facilities to be
reliable, efficient, and able to transmit large amounts of data in a short time. The Internet, for

example, provides a worldwide communications facility for transmitting electronic mail. It can also
be used to access the World Wide Web, which in turn can be used to access information stored on

the Internet or other networks. The World Wide Web is a client-server network of computers that link
information stored on one server with information stored on other servers. It provides hypertext to
allow a user to navigate from one URL (Uniform Resource Locator) to the next. Each server has a
database of information in the form of web pages that it can provide to its users. The Hypertext

Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is the standard way to access a server's database of information.
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